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Sodalite-like carbon based superconductors with Tc

about 77 K at ambient pressure

Siyu Jin,a‡ Xiaoyu Kuang,a‡ Xilong Dou,a Andreas Hermann,∗b and Cheng Lu∗c

The attainment of superconductivity at room temperature is a longstanding aspiration for both ex-
perimental and theoretical scientists. Materials exhibiting superconductivity under ambient condi-
tions would possess significant applications. Here, we report two metastable phases of sodalite-
like carbon based superconductors, GaC6 and GeC6, at ambient pressure by CALYPSO structural
search method and first-principles calculations. Our calculations reveal that both GaC6 and GeC6

compounds are Im3̄m symmetry and dynamically stable at ambient pressure with Tc values up
to the boiling point of liquid nitrogen. The underlying mechanisms indicate the guest Ga and Ge
atoms serve the dual role in enhancing the structural stability and concurrently acting as electron
donors, thereby modulating the electronic properties of the C24 covalent frameworks, i.e. from
insulating states to superconducting states. The present results offer insights into the exploration
of novel high temperature superconductors at ambient conditions.

1 Introduction
Since Onnes firstly observed the superconductivity in solid mer-
cury1, it has commanded sustained attention within the scien-
tific community2–4. In the subsequent decades, superconductiv-
ity was observed in numerous other materials. In 1913, the su-
perconducting state was identified in lead with Tc of 7 K, while
in 1941, niobium nitride was demonstrated to be superconduc-
tor at 16 K. Great efforts have been dedicated to the pursuit of
superconductivity at increasing temperatures, with the ultimate
objective of achieving the room-temperature superconductor. An
enormous step forward was the discovery of unconventional su-
perconductivity in the cuprates, which allowed to construct dev-
ides cooled by liquid nitrogen5,6. Recently, conventional phonon-
mediated superconductors have made tremendous progress7–25.
As the light-element compound, the sulfur hydride, namely H3S,
is confirmed to be a superconductor with extremely high Tc

value of 203 K at high pressures25. Subsequently, hydrogen-rich
clathrates in rare earth hydrides were discovered to exhibit ultra-
high Tc superconductivity due to the strong electron-phonon cou-
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pling (EPC), which is related to the motions of H atoms within the
cages and the larger electron densities contributed by H atoms
at the Fermi level26–28. However, the endeavors to synthesize
these superhydrides are constrained by the current technologi-
cal capabilities. Consequently, the strategies for procuring high
Tc superconductors under moderated pressures have garnered
widespread attention29.

The clathrate motif of atomic hydrogen is unlikely to persist
at low or ambient pressure. Stronger bound clathrate cages of-
fer more promising routes towards ambient pressure stability. In
fact, some non-hydrogen clathrates connected by sp3 hybridized
C-C covalent bonds also exhibit superconductivity at moderate
or even ambient pressure. Typically, Fullerene (C60) is consid-
ered to be a semiconductor at ambient conditions and the en-
ergy gap is approximately 1.6 eV to 1.7 eV30. However, when
doped with appropriate atoms, such as alkali metals, fullerenes
can become conductive or even exhibit superconductivity31–33.
The corresponding Tc values increase with the cell volume of al-
kali metal doped fullerenes. Under ambient conditions, the Tc

of RbCs2C60, characterized by a face-centered-cubic structure, is
found to be 33 K31, which is the highest Tc value among the triva-
lent alkali metal doped fullerenes (A3C60)31,32. In contrast, the
doped fullerene of Cs3C60, notable for its non-cubic crystalline
arrangement, does not exhibit superconductivity under ambient
pressure. Interestingly, when Cs3C60 transforms into a cubic struc-
ture at high pressure, its Tc reaches to 40 K at 15 kbar33. Simi-
larly, the face-centered cubic (FCC) C34 clathrate transforms from
an insulating state to a metallic state after the intercalations of
fluorine atoms, which introduces hole carriers into the top va-
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lence bands of the host carbon frameworks. The fluorine-doped
carbon clathrate (FC34) is predicted to exhibit high temperature
superconductivity with a Tc value of 77 K at ambient pressure34.
Thus, the lattice arrangement with cubic or approximate cubic
symmetry, denotes as a pivotal determinant in the pursuit of rela-
tively high Tc values, potentially providing novel avenues for the
discovery of high temperature superconductors at ambient condi-
tions.

Recent computational studies have explored the superconduct-
ing behaviors of mixed boron-carbon based clathrates at ambient
pressure35, a class of materials that has been shown to be recov-
erable following high-pressure synthesis36. Interestingly, the Tc

values of these binary-guest configurations are adjustable through
the manipulations of the guest metal atoms, which are attributed
to the rigid band behaviors of the sp3 hybridized B-C covalent
frameworks in boron-carbon clathrates. Pure carbon clathrates
are arguably simpler materials, but have not been synthesized
yet. However, they have been studied computationally, including
doping with simple metal ions (akin to the fullerene supercon-
ductors)37,38. Most importantly, the sodalite-like NaC6 is pre-
dicted to be a superconductor with high Tc value39. A systematic
study of this family of materials is still missing. This inspired us
to further explore the superconductivities and underlying mecha-
nisms of sp3-bonded C6 clathrates with different guest atoms. In
the present work, we carry out systematic high-throughput den-
sity functional theory (DFT) calculations to search for the stable
sp3-bonded C6 clathrates at ambient pressure and then determine
their electronic and superconducting properties. Phonon calcula-
tions show that many XC6 compounds (X = Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge, As,
Se, Br, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd and I) with Im3̄m symmetry are dynami-
cally stable, including guest atoms ranging from transition metals
via p-block elements to the halogens (See Fig. S1). Among them,
the substantial charge transfers in GaC6 and GeC6 clathrates are
observed due to the interactions between metal Ga/Ge atoms and
C24 cages, which the respective values are 0.12 e and 0.13 e per
C atom. The electron phonon coupling (EPC) calculations reveal
that GaC6 exhibits a Tc value of 82 K, while GeC6 demonstrates a
Tc value of 76 K.

2 Computational details
The high-throughput structural searches of carbon based
clathrates at ambient pressure are conducted through CA-
LYPSO40,41 method and density functional theory (DFT) calcu-
lations. The crystal structure searches for GaC6 ranging from 1 to
4 f.u./cell have been performed at ambient pressure. Over 5,000
structures have been generated in total. The structural optimiza-
tions and the phonon dispersion curve are calculated by the Vi-
enna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) package42–44. The cut-
off energy is chosen as 600 eV and the smallest allowed spacing
is chosen as 0.2 Å−1 between k points. In addition, tighter setting
parameters are used for the phonon mode simulations45. EPC
calculations are performed by the QUANTUM ESPRESSO code46

based on the density functional perturbation theory (DFPT). Ul-
trasoft pseudopotentials of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof formula are
adopted to calculate the EPC interactions. The cutoff energy and
the charge density cutoff are chosen as 100 Ry and 1000 Ry af-

ter the convergence test, respectively. The EPC calculations em-
ploy a q-mesh of 6 × 6 × 6 in the first Brillouin zone. A k-mesh
of 24 × 24 × 24 was used to ensure the sampling of k-points
achieved convergence. Taking into account the significant differ-
ence in atomic mass between carbon and metal atoms, Gor’kov
and Kresin (G-K) divide the phonon spectrum into two regions:
optical and acoustic phonons. We can introduce the the coupling
constants λ opt and λ ac to characterize the relative contribution
of the acoustic and optical branches to the total electron-phonon
coupling strength47,48. In common metals, the function α2F(ω)
is characterized by a peak in the phonon density of states. Such
fact permits the replacement of ω(q) in the phonon propagator by
its average value ω̃2 =<ω2>1/2. At T = T c, the order parameter
can be written as:

∆(ωn)Z =πT ∑
m

[
ω̃2

opt

(ωn−ωm)2 + ω̃2
opt
× (λopt−µ

∗)

+
ω̃2

ac

(ωn−ωm)2 + ω̃2
ac
×λac

]
∆ωm

ωm

(1)

the electron-phonon coupling λ is given by

λ =λopt +λac

=2
∫

ωamax

0

α2F(ω)

ω
dω +2

∫
ωomax

ωamax

α2F(ω)

ω
dω

(2)

In Eq. 2, the ωamax and ωomax represent the maximum frequency
of acoustic and optical models, respectively. Here, it is defined as
follows:

< ω
2
ac >=

2
λac

∫
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0
ω

2 α2F(ω)

ω
d(ω)

=
2

λac
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2F(ω)d(ω)
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2
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2
λopt
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ω
2 α2F(ω)

ω
d(ω)
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2

λopt

∫
ωomax
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ω×α
2F(ω)d(ω)

(4)

In case λ ac<<λ opt , and assuming that:

Tc = T opt
c +∆T ac

c , and T opt
c >> ∆T ac

c (5)

the T c can be identified by using the following equation:

Tc =

[
1+2

λac

λopt−µ∗
× 1

1+ρ−2

]
T 0

c ,

ρ =
ω̃ac

πT 0
c
, T 0

c ≡ T opt
c

(6)

where T c
0 is the transition temperatures contributed by the the

coupling between the electrons and the optical models. For λ opt

≤ 1.5, it is defined as follows:

T 0
c =

ω̃opt

1.2
exp
[
−

1.04(1+λopt)

λopt−µ∗(1+0.62λopt)

]
(7)
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Table 1 Calculated EPC parameters and Tc of GaC6 and GeC6 at ambient pressure. The Mc-A-D, G-K and IE correspond to the Tc obtained by the
Allen-Dynes modified McMillan equation, the Gor’kov and Kresin equation and the isotropic Eliashberg equation, respectively. The units of ωlog, and Tc
are Kelvin (K).

λac λopt λ ωlog f1* f2 Mc-A-D G-K IE

GaC6 0.17 1.26 1.44 616.30 1.10 75 82 87

GeC6 0.32 1.11 1.47 649.38 1.11 60 76 69

For λopt>1.5 , it is given by:

T 0
c =

0.25ω̃opt[
e

2
λeff −1

]1/2 (8)

where λ e f f is given by:

λeff = (λopt−µ
∗)
[
1+2µ

∗+λoptµ
∗t(λopt)

]−1

t(x) = 1.5exp(−0.28)x
(9)

3 Results and discussions
Fig. 1(a) depicts the crystal structure of GaC6 at ambient pres-
sure. The host carbon clathrate displays a structural composition
comprising six square C4 rings and six hexagonal C6 rings, resem-
bling the structure of sodalite. The guest Ga atoms are located at
the center of cubic unit, forming a body-centered cubic structure
with Im3̄m symmetry. Table S1 summarizes the C-C and Ga-C
bond lengths of GaC6. Specifically, the C-C bond lengths in GaC6

are 1.640 , while the Ga-C bond lengths are 2.593 . The C-C bond
length is significantly elongated compared to the pure C-sodalite
(no guest), where it is 1.543 .

Fig. 1(b) illustrates the electron localization functions
(ELF)49,50 of GaC6. It can be seen that the valence electrons
of the C atoms are primarily localized on the C-C bonds, form-
ing strong covalent σ bonds. In contrast, the valence electrons of
the guest Ga atoms are concentrated near the atoms. This phe-
nomenon indicates that in GaC6, each C atom is linked to other
four carbon atoms through sp3 hybridized covalent bonds, creat-
ing two types of bond angles: 90◦ and 120◦ (e.g., 6 C2-C1-C3 and
6 C3-C1-C4). Meanwhile, the guest Ga atoms are encapsulated
in the C cages with weak interactions between Ga atoms and C
atoms. However, the guest atoms play a pivotal role in buttress-
ing the structures and wield the capacity to regulate the electrons

Fig. 1 (a) Crystal structure of XC6, the X and C atoms are represented
by green and yellow balls, respectively. (b) The periodic table of Tc values
for XC6.

of C24 covalent frameworks.
The Bader charges51 of the GaC6 indicate a slight charge trans-

fer between the guest Ga atoms and the C atoms. Each C atom
accepts about 0.12 e from the guest atom, indicating that the C
atoms act as the electron acceptors in GaC6, since each C atom
forms a strong covalent bond with four adjacent C atoms, and the
four valence electrons of the C atom are firmly bound within the
C24 cage.

The analysis of Crystal Orbital Hamilton Population (COHP)
analysis52,53 for GaC6 is depicted in Fig. S2 and Table S1 . The
negative projected COHP (-pCOHP) and the negative integrated
COHP (-ICOHP) of both Ga-C and covalent C-C pairs are pre-
sented. The -ICOHP values of C-C bonds are 7.44 eV/atom pair,
an order of magnitude higher than those of Ga-C bonds (0.61
eV/atom pair), suggesting that the C-C bonds are considerably
stronger than the Ga-C bonds, in agreement with the above ELF
results. It can be seen from Fig. S2 that the Ga-C bonds in
GaC6 exhibit almost no anti-bonding states below the Fermi level,
which is beneficial to the stability of the structure. In contrast, for
example in the AgC6 and NiC6 compounds, the regions of the d
orbitals of Ag and Ni atoms contributing to the density of states
show visibly anti-bonding states, indicating that the aggregation
of energy bands contributed by the d orbitals of transition metal
atoms is detrimental to the stabilities of the compounds (See Fig.
S3).

Fig. 2 (a) The calculated electronic band structure and projected DOS
(PDOS) for GaC6. (b) Fermi surface sheets of GaC6.
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Fig. 3 (a)-(d) Calculated phonon dispersion (the radius of the red circle is proportional to the phonon linewidth), projected phonon density of states
(PHDOS), Eliashberg phonon spectral function α2F(ω), integrated EPC λ (ω) and calculated superconducting gap for GaC6 at ambient pressure. (e)
Vibration patterns for purple point, green point, azure point, blue point (T1u phonon mode at Gamma point) and pink point, respectively.

To gain further insights into the electronic properties of the
GaC6, we perform the electronic band structure, projected elec-
tronic density of states (PDOS), Fermi surfaces and EPC calcu-
lations. The results are shown in Fig. 2. The band structure
visualizes the electron doping from Ga into the C-sublattice. The
latter exhibits a sizeable gap between bonding and antibonding
states of C-s and C-p character. The Ga 4s states are in the oc-
cupied/valence region, while the donation of the Ga 4p electron
into the C-sublattice leads to partial occupancy of the antibonding
C-sp3 states and therefore metallic character. The electronic DOSs
at the Fermi level (N(E f )) of GaC6 are primarily contributed by C-
s, C-p and Ga-p states. Notably, the aggregate contributions of C-s
and C-p states are more than half of the total DOS, which suggests
the possibility of strong EPC and the prospect of high tempera-
ture superconductivity54. We further calculate the projected DOS
for Ga d-orbitals. As shown in Fig. S4, the dx2 orbital states of
Ga atoms predominate around the Fermi level, exhibiting several
peaks. In contrast, the distribution of other d orbitals of Ga atoms
is more diffuse, with lower contribution. The Fermi surfaces of
GaC6 are displayed in Fig. 2(b), indicating three electron pock-
ets around Gamma point. One is very small and the other two
are large with multiple bulges. We then calculate the Eliashberg
spectral function α2F(ω) of GaC6, which enabled us to obtain the
EPC parameters through a straightforward frequency domain in-
tegration. The results reveal that the EPC parameter λ of GaC6

at ambient pressure is 1.44, which is larger than the value of 0.7
for MgB2

19. The superconducting critical temperatures are esti-
mated by solving the Allen-Dynes modified McMillan (Mc-A-D)
equation55, the Gor’kov and Kresin (G-K) equation47,48 and the
isotropic Eliashberg (IE) equation56 (See Table 1). These com-
prehensive approaches are employed to derive a judicious range
of Tc values. Using the Gor’kov and Kresin equation, we estimate
the Tc to be 82 K (µ∗ = 0.1). Thus, we conduct further analyses

of the band structures to find the superconductivity mechanism
of GaC6. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the abundance of electronic states
in close proximity to the Fermi level, which elucidate that multi-
ple energy bands crossing through it. The energy bands that cross
through the Fermi level at the Gamma point are relatively flat, im-
plying that the Fermi velocities approach to zero. These flat bands
hold the potentials to significantly increase the electronic density
of states at the Fermi level. Along N-G-P line, the energy bands
crossing the Fermi level in this region are steep, which indicate
the large gradients corresponding to high conduction electron ve-
locities54. The significant difference in electron velocities at the
Fermi level, attributed to the coexistence of energy bands of flat
and steep profiles passing through the Fermi level, serves as the
catalyst for enhancing the EPC, which is similar to the supercon-
ducting mechanism observed in MgB2

57,58.

To gain a deeper understanding of the superconductivity of
GaC6, we perform calculations of the phonon dispersion curves,
phonon density of states (PHDOS), Eliashberg phonon spectral
function α2F(ω), and integrated EPC λ(ω) (See Fig. 3). The
strength of the EPC at given wave vectors and modes λ qv is in-
dicated by the red circles in phonon dispersion curves. Based on
the phonon dispersion curves of GaC6, as shown in Fig. 3(a), a
small gap is observed between 4.6 THz and 6.4 THz. The phonon
modes below the gap are predominantly contributed by Ga atoms.
These are dispersionless “rattling” modes of the Ga atom in the
cage, leading - as can be clearly seen from Fig. 3(b) - to a sharp
peak in the PHDOS at 4.23 THz. The phonon modes above the
gap are mostly contributed by C atoms. From Fig. 3(c), it is
evident that the medium frequency regions (4.9 THz -22.2 THz)
contribute significantly to the EPC, accounting for 79% of the to-
tal λ qv. The superconducting gap of GaC6 is displayed in Fig.
3(d), indicating that the Tc value of GaC6 is about 87 K under
ambient pressure. Interestingly, the T1u phonon mode, character-
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Fig. 4 (a)-(d) Calculated phonon dispersion (the radius of the red circle is proportional to the phonon linewidth), projected phonon density of states
(PHDOS), Eliashberg phonon spectral function α2F(ω), integrated EPC λ (ω) and calculated superconducting gap for GeC6 at ambient pressure. (e)
Vibration patterns for pink point, green point and blue point (T2g phonon mode at Gamma point), respectively.

ized by a triple degeneracy and located at Gamma point, exhibits
significant softening and possesses the highest λ qv value and a
relatively high frequency (about 18 THz), coupling strongly with
electrons. The displacement vector of the T1u phonon mode re-
veals that the Ga atoms in GaC6 are relatively inert. Meanwhile,
the vibrations of the adjacent C atoms in C24 frameworks strongly
stretch the σ bonds between them. Thus, the T1u mode is a three
dimensional σ -bond stretching optical mode. In addition to the
T1u mode, several other phonon modes with significant softening
are also observed, including the phonon mode along the H-N line
near 10 THz, the phonon mode along the G-H line near 13 THz,
the phonon mode at the N point near 13 THz, and the phonon
mode along the G-P line near 17 THz, as shown in Fig. 3(e).
These modes correspond to several main peaks of α2F(ω), in-
dicating their crucial roles in the EPC interactions. Finally, the
phonon modes contributed by C atoms in the high frequency re-
gions contribute about 8% to the EPC.

We now discuss the stability of Im3̄m-GaC6 compound. We
performed enthalpy calculations for the Im3̄m-GaC6 across the
pressure range of 0 to 80 GPa, including possible decomposition
reactions. As shown in Fig. S5, the Im3̄m-GaC6 was found to
have higher enthalpy than the elemental assemblage of diamond
and gallium at ambient pressure. The higher energy may stem
from strained sp3 bonds within the sodalite cage. As the pres-
sure increases, the assemblage of C60 and gallium would be a
potential synthesis route to reach the Im3̄m-GaC6 at 60 GPa. Ac-
cording to previous studies, SrB3C3, possessing a similarly strong
covalent structure as GaC6, has been synthesized at near 50 GPa
and quenched to ambient conditions in an inert atmosphere36,59.
Thus, by analogy to other covalent bonded structures that are
formed under pressure, these materials may allow metastable

persistence at ambient conditions.

GeC6 compound is another sodalite-like carbon based super-
conductor with Tc value of 76 K (µ∗ = 0.1) at ambient pressure,
which is probably not too surprising given that Ga and Ge are
adjacent in the periodic table with similar atomic size and cova-
lent radius60. Their electron count differs however, and as con-
sequence GeC6 exhibits the highest charge transfer in this study
with approximately 0.8 e per Ge atom, but the contributions of
Ge-p orbitals at the Fermi level are significant. Additionally, the
bands crossing the Fermi level are relatively steep, without the
presence of flat band (See Fig. S6). In GeC6, the conduction
band minimum crosses the Fermi level, indicating that GeC6 is
also an electron-doped conductor. As shown in Fig. 4, the Ge
atom primarily contributes to the dispersionless rattling modes
in the low frequency region, contributing approximately 24% to
the EPC. The medium frequency region accounts for 69% of the
total λ value contributing to the EPC in GeC6. The most signifi-
cant contributor to the EPC in the medium frequency region is the
T2g phonon mode located at the Gamma point with a frequency
of approximately 19.6 THz. Specifically, the T2g phonon mode is
mainly contributed by C atoms. Except for the T2g mode, there
are two additional phonon modes that exert notable influence on
the λ value, accompanied by observable softening. These modes
are identified as follows: the phonon mode along the N-G di-
rection, approximately located at 14.5 THz, and another phonon
mode along the same N-G direction, positioned around 17.6 THz
(See Fig. 4). These two modes, in conjunction with the T2g mode,
correspond to several prominent peaks of α2F(ω), implying their
crucial contributions to the EPC and Tc of 76 K at ambient pres-
sure.

A series of other XC6 compounds (X = Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Ge, As,
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Se, Br, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd and I) with Im3̄m symmetry are found
to be dynamically stable at ambient pressure (See Fig. S1). All
compounds other than PdC6, a semiconductor with a band gap
of 0.2 eV, are metallic. Tables S2 and S3 summarize the density
of states at the Fermi level for each compound, as well as partial
charges and predicted Tc. The Tc values for these compounds are
lower than those observed in GaC6 and GeC6, ranging from 5 to
30 K. The changes in EPC will depend on guest atom mass but
also on the extent of charge transfer and nature of the electronic
states at the Fermi level. The free electrons of the C atoms in the
C24 cages form sp3 covalent bonds with the other four C atoms,
so those electrons are bound within the chemical bonds and can-
not participate in conduction. As a result, the pure carbon cage is
an insulator, similar to diamond. For more electronegative guest
species, the halogens Br and I, the N(E f ) is high: in BrC6 it is the
highest among all XC6 compounds, reaching 11.84 states/eV/cell.
But the Br atom transfers only 0.08 e to the C24 cage, which is in-
sufficient to provide enough electrons for the C24 cage, resulting
in a low Tc of 5 K. For transition metals, N(E f ) can also be high,
for example in NiC6 the N(E f ) is 10.87 states/eV/cell, but the
electronic DOSs at the Fermi level predominantly originate from
Ni-d orbitals (See Fig. S3). The calculated Tc value of NiC6 com-
pound is 13 K, implying that partially filled d-shells and therefore
an abundance of X-d states at the Fermi level may not be promis-
ing for strong EPC and the potential for superconductivity. This is
similar to the situation in lanthanide superhydrides21.

4 Conclusions

In summary, we employ high-throughput DFT calculations to in-
vestigate sodalite-like carbon based superconductors at ambient
pressure for a wide range of potential guest atom species. Two
sp3-bonded C24 clathrates of GaC6 and GeC6 are found to be ex-
cellent superconductors with Tc values near to and above the boil-
ing point of liquid nitrogen. The guest Ga and Ge atoms enhance
the structural stability of C24 cage while concomitantly act as the
electron donors, which regulates the electronic properties of the
C24 covalent frameworks. The calculated results elucidate that
the abundance of electronic states contributed by C atoms near
the Fermi level and the obvious discrepancies of the electron ve-
locities at the Fermi level, corresponding to the “flat-bands/steep-
bands” scenarios, are the key factors to the high temperature su-
perconductivity of GaC6 and GeC6 superconductors. These find-
ings enrich the categories of superconductors at ambient pressure
and provide crucial insights for further design and synthesis of
novel high temperature superconductors.
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